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Translated

GIGA AGLADZE WILL MANAGE THE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE OF 
DAVID LYNCH FOUNDATION IN GEORGIA AND AZERBAIJAN

The Georgian Film Director Giga Agladze was appointed on the position of the president of 
Georgian and Azerbaijan representative office of David Lynch Foundation. The consequent 
agreement was signed yesterday night. In his interview with “Fortuna” Giga mentions that we 
have never been so close to USA and Europe from this point of view.

Giga Agladze:

It’s been one year and a half since I’ve been working on this project. I can’t deny the fact that 
I had to fight for the opening of this representation in Georgia. I’d like to mention that the 
head office is in USA but the representative offices are in England, France and Ukraine. They 
don’t have a representation in Russia and now it’s opening in Georgia. At this stage I can say 
that most probably Armenia will also join us soon. The Caucasus representative office will be 
located in Tbilisi and I’ll be managing it. I think we’ve never been so close to USA and Europe 
in this sphere. 

PLEASE ACCEPT OUR CONGRATULATIONS. WE WISH YOU SUCCESS. WHAT WILL BE THE 
MAIN ACTIVITY OF THE FOUNDATION?

The foundation has quite a significant mission. Among them working on such questions like 
providing support to the veterans and children, gender equality, but the main topic is cinema. 

I am hosting guests right now. Among them we have representatives of the Foundation.  It’s 
been a long time since we’ve started working. We want to open an Institute of 
Filmmakers in Georgia where people interested in cinema will be able to learn many things. 
They will also be able to meet persons of big influence in this sphere. I can’t give you exact 
names right now but I promise you that we’ll invite very famous persons in Georgia for 
conducting master-classes, the students will also be able to travel to Los Angeles. There will 
also be Skype conferences with the famous faces. 

DO YOU HAVE A PERSONAL CONTACT WITH DAVID LYNCH?

This year me and David Lynch have an active written communication. I’ve met his family 
members and representatives several times in France, where as you know I have quite frequent 
business meetings. I’ll be able to meet David Lynch in person in June and will speak in more 
details about the activity of the Foundation in Caucasus. 

I think that this is a big step forward for the Georgian cinema and the whole country and is a 
big possibility that we’ve never had before. 

Nino Murghulia  


